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Lm358 operational amplifier data sheet

www.fairchildsemi.com LM2904,LM358/LM358A,LM258/ LM258A Dual Operational Ampl Features - Internal Frequency Compensated for Unity Gain - Large DC Voltage Gain: 100dB - Wide Power Supply Range: LM258/LM258A, LM358/LM358A: 100dB - Wide Power Supply Range: LM258A,
LM358/LM358A: 100dB LM2904 ±: 3V-26V (or ±1.5V - 13V) - Input Mode Common Voltage Ranges Ground - Large Output Voltage Swing: 0V DC to Vcc -1.5V DC - Power Drain Suitable for Battery Operation. Description The LM2904,LM358/LM358A, LM258/LM258A consists of two independent high-
gain and internal frequency paid operating amplifiers that have been designed specifically to operate from a single power supply on a wide range of voltage. The operation from split power supplies is also possible and the low power current drain is independent of the extent of the power voltage.
Application areas include the transducer amplifier, DC gain blocks and all conventional OP-AMP circuits that can now be easily implemented in single power systems. 8-DIP 1 8-SOP 1 Internal Block Chart OUT1 1 IN1 (-) 2 - IN1 3 - GND 4 8 VCC 7 OUT2 - 6 IN2 (-) - 5 IN2 (-) ©2010 Fairchild
Semiconductor Corporation Rev. 1.0.3 www.DataSheet4U.com October 2005 LM158/LM258/LM358/LM2904 Low Power Dual Operational Amplifiers General Description The LM158 series consists of two independent high-gain and internal frequency paid operating amplifiers that have been designed
specifically to operate from a single power supply on a wide range of voltages. The operation from split power supplies is also possible and the low power current drain is independent of the extent of the power voltage. Application areas include transducer amplifiers, dc gain blocks and all conventional op
amp circuits that can now be more easily implemented in single power systems. For example, the LM158 series can be directly exploited from the standard 5V power voltage that is used in digital systems and will easily provide the required interface electronics without requiring additional power ±15V.
The LM358 and LM2904 are available at the age of the chip-sized package (8-Bump micro SMD) using the age technology of the National Micro SMD Pack. Unique Features n In linear mode, the voltage range in common input mode includes the ground and the output voltage can also tip to the ground,
even if it is operated only from a single power voltage. n Cross-frequency unit gain is the offset temperature. n The input bias current is also offset by temperature. Benefits n Two in-house offset amps does eliminate the need for supplies n Allows direct detection near GND and VOUT also goes to GND n
Compatible with all forms of logic n Power drain suitable for battery operation Features n Available in 8-Bump micro SMD chip size package, (See AN-1112) n Internal frequency compensated for unit gain n Large voltage gain dc: 100 dB n n Broadband (unit gain) 1 MHz (compensated temperature) n
Wide power supply — Single power: 3V to 32V — or double supply: ±1.5 V to ±16V n Very low current power drain (500 A) — essentially independent of the voltage of the n Low voltage input voltage: 2 mV n Entry voltage range in common mode includes differential entry voltage range to the ground n
Differential input voltage range equal to power voltage n High voltage swing voltage Controlled Eye (VCO) © 2005 National Semiconductor Corporation DS007787 00778723 www.national.com December 5, 2017 - 0 Comments [Click on image to enlarge it] Pin Number Pin Name Description 1 OUTPUT1
Output of Op-Amp 1 2 INPUT1- Inverting Input of Op-Amp 1 3 INPUT1 - Non-Inverting Input of Op-Amp 1 4 VEE, GND Ground or Negative Supply Voltage 5 INPUT2 Non-Inverting Input of Op-Amp 2 6 INPUT2- Inverting Input of Op-Amp 2 7 OUTPUT2 Output of Op-Amp 2 8 VCC Positive Supply Voltage
LM358 Dual Op-Amp IC features and specifications Integrated with two Op-Amps in a single Package Wide power supply Range Monkey supply - 3V to 32V Dual supply - ± 1.5V to ±16V Low supply current - 700uA The unique supply for two op-amps allows reliable operation Protected Powers in Short
Circuit Operating Temperature - Ambient Temperature from 0 to 70 degrees Celsius Welding Pin Temperature - 260 Degrees Celsius (for 10 seconds - prescribed) Available packages: TO-99, CDIP, DSBGA, SOIC, PDIP, DSBGA LM358 Equivalent Dual Op-Amp ICs LM358A, LM358E, LM358-N,
LM358W Supply connection Above is the supply configuration for single and dual supply connections. Brief description: LM358 is a built-in double op-amp IC with two op-amps powered by a common power supply. It can be considered half of LM324 Quad op-amp which contains four op-amps with
common power supply. The differential input voltage range may be equal to that of the power voltage. The default input shift voltage is very low which is magnitude 2mV. The typical power current is 500uA regardless of supply voltage range and a maximum current of 700uA. The operating temperature
varies from 0 to 70 degrees Celsius at the ambience, while the maximum junction temperature can be up to 150 degrees Celsius. Example: Output (1-R2/R1) -Vin Applications: Transducer Amplifiers Classics op-amp circuits Integrator, Differentiator, Summer, adder, Voltage follower, etc., DC gain blocks,
Digital multimeters, Oscilloscopes Comparators (Loop control and regulation) 2D-Model: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .... English - 语 한국어 French espa'ol - Deutsch italiano - polski português Tiong vi-t vi't
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